Introduction
A compact simply connected homogeneous complex manifold is called a C-space. A C-space is said to be kahlerian if it carries a Kahler metric. It is known (Matsushima [7] ) that a kahlerian C-space has always an Einstein Kahler metric which is essentially unique.
Let M be a kahlerian C-space of dimension n whose second Betti number equals 1. Denote by h the positive generator of H 2 
(M, Z) ~ Z. For a hypersurface X of M, we define a positive integer a(X), called the degree of X, by
Cί ({X}) = a(X)h , where {X} denotes the holomorphic line bundle on M associated with the non-singular divisor X. Take an Einstein Kahler metric g on M and fix it. Then it is known for M = P n (C) that a(X) <; 2 for any hypersurface X which is Einstein with respect to the metric induced by g (Smyth [9] , Hano [3] ). In this note we shall show that there exists also an upper bound for the degrees of Einstein hypersurfaces of general M.
Let For example, e(P n (C)) -2 (n ^ 2), ε(Q n (C)) = 1 (n^3) and ε(G p>q (C)) ( P p Q )-pq (Z^P^q) (Sakane [8] ), where Q n (C) and G p>q (C) denote the complex quadric of dimension n and the complex Grassmann manifold of p-subspaces of C p+q respectively. Then (Theorem 5.3) we have an inequality :
a{X) ^ e(M)
for any Einstein hypersurface X of M. The above inequality for M= G p>q (C) was proved by the first named author in [8] . Essentially the idea of our proof is the same as that of [8] . But we prove the rationality of the dual map for the canonical protective imbedding M<=-> P m (C) 
Here c R means the image of c e H 2 (M, Z) under the group extension H*(M, Z) -> H*(M, R), and [η] means the de Rham class of a closed form η on M.
Remark. Hermitian fibre metrics h on K*(M) correspond one to one to positive volume elements v of M by Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space. The set of nonzero vectors of V will be denoted by V*. Then the group C* of non-zero complex numbers acts on V* from the right in natural manner. The quotient complex manifold VJC* is denoted by P(V). In particular, in case of V= C m+ί (m^ΐ) we write P m (C) for P(V). For 2e(C m+ %, the class of z in P m (C) is denoted by [z] . Then the map π:
for zβ(C m+ % is holomorphic and we get a holomorphic principal bundle C* > (C m+ % > P m {C). For each & e Z we define a holomorphic character ^ of C* by 'X#) = <^ for ae C* .
The holomorphic line bundle associated to the principal bundle C* > (C m+ % > P m (C) by <r j is denoted by i? and called the standard line bundle on P m (C). Note that then for each i e Z E e is associated to the same principal bundle by c £ . Let S/C m+1 ) denote the space of homogeneous polynomials on C m+1 of degree £ ^ 0. Then S/C m+1 ) is canonically identified with the space H°(P m (C), E~£) of holomorphic sections of E~\ In fact, each Fe SXC m+1 ) restricted to (C m+ % is a tensorial form on (C m+ % of type c_ i9 and hence it defines an element F e H°(P m (C), E~£). The correspondence F H-> F gives the required identification, denoted by
NI = JΣ
Then the function z •-> ||2|| 2 on (C** 1 ), is a tensorial form of type a H-> |α|~2, and hence it defines a hermitian fibre metric h E on J5J. The Chern form ω of E associated to h E is given by
and we have
The symmetric tensor g on P m (C) defined by g(X, Y) = ω(JX, Y), J being the complex structure tensor for P m (C), is a Kahler metric on P m (C). It is called the Fubinί-Study metric on P m (C). Note that then ω is the Kahler form for g. It is known (cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [6] ) that the Kahler manifold (P m (C), g) has constant holomorphic sectional curvature 8π.
Let 
by the character χ £ .
Proof. The map φ:
for a e SL (1, m In this section, M is always assumed to be a complex submanifold of P m (C) with dimension n ^ 1. Let r = m -n^O be the codimension of M. Let jf: M -> P m (C) denote the inclusion. The Kahler metric on M induced by the Fubini-Study metric g on P m (C) and its Kahler form will be also denoted by g and ω respectively. We set Then, restricting the bundle C* >(C m+ % -> P m (C) to M, we get a holomorphic principal bundle C* >M > M. Note that for each ieZ the induced bundle j*E* is associated to C* > M > M by t t . We set
We denote by P(M) the totality of (β 0 , e 1? , e m ) e P(m + 1) such that (i ) e 0 e M, and (ii) e u > -,e n eT eo (M) 9 identifying T βo (M) with a subspace of C TO+1 . The subgroup of SL(1, m) consisting of all unimodular matrices of the form
is denoted by SL(1, n, r). Then we get a holomorphic principal bundle 
by the character χ t .
We define further
and denote the inclusion M->-(C m+ % by 7. Then we get a holomorphic
Now Lemma 1.2 implies that j*T(P m (C)) is associated to SL(l,n,r) > P(M) -?-> M by p. It follows that the subbundle T(M) of j*T(P n (C))
is associated to the same principal bundle by τ. Explicitly, the holomorphic map ψ: provides an isomorphism from the vector bundle associated to P(M) by τ to the tangent bundle T{M). Since det τ(α) = Λ~Met α for each aeSL(l, n, r) of (2.1), we have the following lemma. LEMMA 
The line bundle K*(M) is associated to the principal bundle
by the holomorphic character of SL(1, n, r) defined by 11 * .\ a>-+ λ-"άet<x for a = 0 a * e SL(1, n, r).
\0 0 βj

Now we shall define the dual map for MdP m (C).
Let p be a point of M. Choose a vector z e M such that π(z) = p. Then T^M) is identified with a linear subspace of C m+1 of codimension r, which is determined by p and independent of the choice of z. The annihilator:
, is an r-dimensional linear subspace of (C w+1 )*, i.e., it is a point of the Grassmann manifold Gr{{C m+1 )*) of r-subspaces of (C m+1 )* Regarding Gr((C m+1 )*) as a submanifold of P(Λ r (C m+ί )*) by the Plύcker imbedding, we get a map -9: M-> P(Λ r (C m+1 )*) 9 which is easily seen to be holomorphic. Here, in case of r -0, det β will be understood to be 1. It is not difficult to see from this that we have a holomorphic principal bundle SL(1, n, r; d) 
for a e SL (1, n, r; d) .
Therefore it induces a vector bundle isomorphism:
In particular, by (1.4) we have
The tensorial form z^->\\z\\' 2k on M of type a ι-> |α| 2fc defines a hermitian fibre metric h k on j*E~k.
Let Λ^ be the hermitian fibre metric on K*(M) corresponding to h k under the isomorphism φ D . Moreover, let h be the hermitian fibre metric on K*(M) corresponding to the volume element [3] in case where M is a complete intersection. We can apply his proof to our case, since he used only the property of Theorem 2.1 in his proof.
q.e.d. § 3. Kahlerian C-spaces A compact simply connected homogeneous complex manifold is called a C-space. A C-space is said to be kahlerian if it has a Kahler metric. In this section we summarize some known results on kahlerian C-spaces (cf. Borel-Hirzebruch [1] , Takeuchi [10] ). where Q a stands for the root space for a.
Let {Λ a ;ae Π} cz § R be the fundamental weights corresponding to /7. We set and Z e = Lee; 2^a ) eZfor each I (a, a)
which is a lattice of c generated the Λ a 9 s for ae Π -Π Q . Let G be the universal covering group of G and U the (closed) connected complex Lie group of G generated by u. Then we have also an identification: M = G/U. For each Λe Z t there exists a unique holomorphic character χ Λ of U such that χ^exp if) = exp (Λ, H) for each He §. Then the correspondencê *-* 1A gives an isomorphism of Z t to the group of holomorphic characters of U. Let We define positive integers k a by
(P <*) ΐoτaeΠ-Π Q . (a, a)
Let K be the greatest common divisor of {k a } aeπ _ ΠQ and set (Takeuchi [10] 
The map a is injective and the map β is bijective (Takeuchi [10] ). We set
For the imbedding j Λ : M~+ P m (C) and the standard line bundle E on P m (C), we have For each & JΞ> 0, we have an exact sequence:
Proof. The map j$ is a non-trivial G-homomorphism and H 0 (MJfE~£) is an irreducible G-module by (VI). These imply the subjectivity of jf. Moreover, since H°(P m (C), E~e) is canonically identified with S £ (C m+ί ), the kernel of j$ is identified with I £ (M).
q.e.d. Then
Proof. In general, for a complex manifold M, a non-singular divisor S on M and a holomorphic vector bundle W on M, we have an exact sequence:
where Θ means the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections (cf. Hirzebruch [4] ). We apply this to the divisor S defined by X and W = jtE~i +a . Since Here m + 1 = N, by (VI). Let r be the codimension of M in P m (C). We regard X as a complex submanifold of P m (C) through j x and denote the inclusion by i: X-* P m (C). Then the metric on X induced by the Fubini-Study metric on P m (C) is Einstein from the assumption.
By Theorem 4.1, the dual map & for j ί is a rational map of degree n + 1 -K. 
Thus we get
This implies the required inequality in this case.
Assume next M = P n (C).
Then K = n + 1, m = n and X is a hypersurface of P n (C) of degree α(Z). Therefore n -K + α(Z) < α(Z) and ft -K < 0, and hence I n -κ+ a(X)(X) = {0} and N n _ κ = 0. Thus we have also
= dimS n . κ+a{X) (C n+i )
This implies the required inequality for M = P n (C). q.e.d.
